
MIXED MATERIAL ADDENDUM
AS IT IS WRITTEN

LEVITICUS 19:19 KJV
Ye shall keep my statutes. Thou shalt not let thy cattle gender with a diverse kind: thou shalt not sow thy eld with mingled seed: neither shall a   come upon thee.garment mingled of linen and woollen

FABRIC DEFINITION:
a woven or knitted product (as of cotton or wool)

MATERIAL DEFINITION:
the elements, constituents, or substances of which something
is composed or can be made (as of nylon or acrylic)

MAN MADE

WOOL
The soft wavy or curly 

usually thick undercoat of 
various hairy mammals and 

especially the sheep

COTTON
A plant producing cotton

or a crop of cotton

LINEN
Cloth made of flax and 
noted for its strength, 

coolness, and luster

ACETATE
A fiber that is made of 

cellulose acetate, which is 
the acetic acid ester of 

cellulose.

RAYON
A fiber made from wood 

and agricultural products, 
which are regenerated to 

form cellulose fiber.

ACRYLIC
Synthetic fibers that 

resembles wool and is 
composed of acrylonitrile 

and a comonomer.

POLYESTER
is a synthetic polymer made 
of purified terephthalic acid 

(PTA)

SPANDEX
Is a lightweight, synthetic 

fiber (polyurethane) that is 
used to make stretchable 
clothing like sportswear.

NYLON
Strong tough elastic 
synthetic polyamide 

materials used in textiles 
and plastics.

VISCOSE
Is a type of rayon fiber that 

is made from natural 
sources such as wood and 

agricultural products.

REMEMBER ISRAEL
WE’RE IN CAPTIVITY

DEUTERONOMY 28:48 KJV
Therefore shalt thou serve thine enemies which the LORD shall send against thee, in hunger, and in thirst, and in , and in want of all things: and he shall put a yoke of iron upon thy neck,nakedness
until he have destroyed thee.
                           * We do not own any textile mills or factories; therefore we have to go to our enemies for the want of all things which includes clothing to cover our nakedness.

GOD MADE

WOOL
The soft wavy or curly 

usually thick undercoat of 
various hairy mammals and 

especially the sheep

COTTON
A plant producing cotton

or a crop of cotton

LINEN
Cloth made of flax and 
noted for its strength, 

coolness, and luster
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